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Disclaimer
The following ANTICSS ‘Guidelines and tools for Market Surveillance Authorities’ contain graphical
flow charts of the methodological process for the verification of compliance targeting circumvention
considering all tasks and outcomes from work packages WP2 to WP4 of the H2020 ANTICSS project.
The guideline includes explanatory notes to build on the diagrams, and references to other
deliverables produced within the ANTICSS project where detailed procedures can be found.
Please note that the methodology presented in this report is not to be considered legal guidance at
this stage. The theoretical compliance assessment methodologies proposed hereby still entail some
legal constraints for Market Surveillance Authorities, highlighted in boxes; these will be addressed
by the activities in ANTICSS WP6 ‘Recommendations to policy makers and standardisation’.
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1 About the ANTICSS project
Objective of the research project ‘Anti-Circumvention of Standards for better market Surveillance
(ANTICSS)’ is to assess and clearly define ‘circumvention’ in relation to EU Ecodesign and Energy
labelling legislation and relevant harmonised standards.
The analysis of ‘circumvention (CV)’ was based on collecting and learning from cases of
‘circumvention’ by literature research and dedicated expert interviews, as well as analysing existing
EU Ecodesign and Energy labelling legislation and standardisation for possible loopholes. Also, the
potential relation between circumvention and so called ‘smart’ products with specific embedded
software was addressed by the project. Alternative test procedures to better detect circumvention
by testing were developed and through testing a certain number of appliances within the ANTICSS
project, the impacts 'if' and 'how much' energy consumption and/or functional performance
modifications could be ascribed to circumvention were assessed.
Based on the results, the following guidelines for Market Surveillance Authorities (MSAs), together
with separate guidelines for test laboratories, shall provide practical capacity building measures for
these key actors. Beyond that, ANTICSS aims at supporting communication and collaboration
platforms between major stakeholders and provide policy recommendations for policy makers and
standardisation bodies to prevent future ‘circumvention’ under EU Ecodesign and Energy labelling.
The ANTICSS project is also designed to provide reliability to manufacturers by specifying potentially
vague legislation and standards, which might be interpreted, differently by market actors and some
of them taking unfair advantages so far. By overall awareness raising on the topic of ‘circumvention’
among stakeholders, ANTICSS is supporting an effective EU legislation enforcement and thus
increasing acceptance and trust of market actors and civil society into the Ecodesign and Energy
labelling legislation. ANTICSS Work Packages (WPs) are summarised in Figure 1 as follows:

Figure 1:

ANTICSS Work Packages
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2

Current legal framework for MSAs to tackle
circumvention

Circumvention is currently addressed within different legislative texts under the Ecodesign and
Energy Labelling framework:

2.1 Energy Labelling Framework Regulation (EU) 2017/1369
The Energy Labelling Framework Regulation (EU) 2017/1369 explicitly mentions that methods and
standards should deter intentional and unintentional ‘circumvention’, and prohibits the inclusion
of software or hardware that automatically alters the performance of a product in test conditions
(see Recital (35) and Article 3).
Energy Labelling Framework Regulation (EU) 2017/1369
Recital (35)
Energy consumption, performance and other information concerning the products covered by
product-specific requirements under this Regulation should be measured by using reliable, accurate
and reproducible methods that take into account the generally recognised state-of-the-art
measurements and calculation methods. In the interests of the proper functioning of the internal
market, standards should be harmonised at Union level.
Such methods and standards should, to the extent possible, take into account the real-life usage of
a given product, reflect average consumer behaviour and be robust in order to deter intentional and
unintentional circumvention. Energy labels should reflect the comparative performance of the
actual use of products, within the constraints due to the need of reliable and reproducible laboratory
testing.
Suppliers should therefore not be allowed to include software or hardware or hardware that
automatically alters the performance of the product in test conditions. (…)
Article 3 - General obligations of the supplier
5. The supplier shall not place on the market products that have been designed so that a model's
performance is automatically altered in test conditions with the objective of reaching a more
favourable level for any of the parameters specified in the relevant delegated act or included in any
of the documentation provided with the product.
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2.2 Product-specific Energy Labelling delegated acts
Energy Labelling regulations for several product categories adopted in 2019 1 and revised by the
omnibus amendment in 2021 (see section 2.4), explicitly mention circumvention as part of the
verification annex for market surveillance purposes. It is stated that where a model has been
designed to be able to detect it is being tested and to react specifically by automatically altering its
performance during test with the objective of reaching a more favourable level of any of the
parameters specified in the specific delegated act shall be considered ‘not compliant’.
For example, Commission delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/2017 regarding energy labelling of
household dishwashers
ANNEX IX
Verification procedure for market surveillance purposes
Where a model has been designed to be able to detect it is being tested (e.g. by recognising the test
conditions or test cycle), and to react specifically by automatically altering its performance during
the test with the objective of reaching a more favourable level for any of the parameters specified in
this Regulation or included in the technical documentation or included in any of the documentation
provided, the model and all equivalent models shall be considered not compliant.

2.3

Product-specific Ecodesign implementing acts

Similar to the approach of addressing circumvention systematically under the latest Energy Labelling
delegated acts, the Ecodesign implementing acts adopted in 20191 and revised by the omnibus
amendments in 2021 (see section 2.4) do also explicitly refer to circumvention. The implementing
acts include a specific article on circumvention and software updates aiming at preventing products
that automatically alter their performance in test conditions to improve the declared parameters
from being placed on the market and refer to this as ‘non-compliance’ in the verification annex.

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-efficiency/energy-label-and-ecodesign/regulation-laying-downecodesign-requirements-1-october-2019_en
1
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For example, Commission Regulation (EU) 2019/2022 regarding ecodesign of household
dishwashers
Recital (16)
To ensure the effectiveness and credibility of the Regulation and to protect consumers, products that
automatically alter their performance in test conditions to improve the declared parameters should
not be allowed to be placed on the market.
Article 6 – ‘Circumvention and software updates’
The manufacturer, importer or authorised representative shall not place on the market products
designed to be able to detect they are being tested (for example by recognizing the test conditions or
test cycle) and to react specifically by automatically altering their performance during the test with
the aim of reaching a more favourable level for any of the parameters in the technical documentation
or included in any documentation provided.
The consumption of energy and water of the product and any of the other declared parameters shall
not deteriorate after a software or firmware update when measured with the same test standard
originally used for the declaration of conformity, except with explicit consent of the end-user prior
to the update. No performance change shall occur as a result of rejecting the update.
A software update shall never have the effect of changing the product’s performance in a way that
makes it non-compliant with the eco-design requirements applicable for the declaration of
conformity.
ANNEX IV
Verification procedure for market surveillance purposes
(…) Where a model has been designed to be able to detect it is being tested (e.g. by recognising the
test conditions or test cycle), and to react specifically by automatically altering its performance
during the test with the objective of reaching a more favourable level for any of the parameters
specified in this Regulation or included in the technical documentation or included in any of the
documentation provided, the model and all equivalent models shall be considered not compliant.
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2.4 Omnibus amendment
In October 2019, the Commission adopted a package of Ecodesign and Energy Labelling Regulations
entailing new Ecodesign requirements and Labelling obligations for electronic displays, light
sources, household washing machines and household washer-dryers, household dishwashers,
refrigerating appliances and refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function.
Following the publication of the regulations, some discrepancies arose mainly concerning the
wording within the different regulations. One of those issues identified was the lack of
harmonisation in the way the articles on ‘Circumvention and software updates’ showed within the
different legislative texts. Thus, in 2020, the European Commission (EC) worked on an omnibus
amendment to the Ecodesign and Energy Labelling Regulations. The Omnibus amendments – that
shall be applied complementarily to the regulations – were adopted in late 2020 and published in
early 2021 2, solving the lack of harmonisation of the article on circumvention and software updates.
Current constraints with regard to circumvention in the regulatory framework:
The current verification annexes of relevant Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulations do not refer
to the identification of ‘circumvention’, but only to the verification of ‘non-compliance’ with the
Ecodesign and Energy Labelling requirements.
There is no exact definition of ‘circumvention’ available in the applicable regulations similar to the
definition developed within ANTICSS.

2.5

Standardisation requests to support Ecodesign and Energy
Labelling

Also, some standardisation requests recently adopted by the European Commission, which mandate
the European Standardisation Organisations to develop European standards to support the
implementation of Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulations and to facilitate compliance
verification, include generic statements on ‘circumvention’ to guide the standardisation bodies.
For example, recent Standardisation Request M/572 as regards the measurement of functional
performance of taps and showers in support of Directive 2009/125/EC and Regulation (EU)
2017/1369 indicates that the standard shall be designed to minimise the risk of circumvention,
namely to minimise the risk that a unit alters its performance during a test with the objective of
reaching a more favourable level of energy consumption or functionality. The approach shall also
take steps to minimise the chance that the product can recognise that it is under test.
The energy labelling omnibus Regulation (EU) 2021/340 amending Delegated Regulations (EU) 2019/2013,
(EU) 2019/2014, (EU) 2019/2015, (EU) 2019/2016, (EU) 2019/2017 and (EU) 2019/2018
The Ecodesign omnibus Regulation (EU) 2021/341 amending Regulations (EU) 2019/424, (EU) 2019/1781,
(EU) 2019/2019, (EU) 2019/2020, (EU) 2019/2021, (EU) 2019/2022, (EU) 2019/2023 and (EU) 2019/2024
2
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3 Circumvention: understanding and definition
within ANTICSS
Based on literature research, analysis of existing legislation and measurement standards on
Ecodesign and Energy Labelling, as well as a broad stakeholder consultation, approaching in total
278 experts 3 from manufacturers, market surveillance authorities, test laboratories as well as
consumer and environmental NGOs, in total 39 ‘suspect’ product cases have been reported 4.
The reported cases 5 clearly showed that the aim of reaching a more favourable level for parameters
under EU Ecodesign and Energy labelling could not only be achieved by automatic detection of the
test situation and alteration of the product performance specifically during testing as already
included in Ecodesign and Energy label regulations and prohibited accordingly (cf. section 2 above).
In addition, the ANTICSS project team concluded that better test results could also be achieved by
making certain pre-settings or manual alterations to the product – to be applied exclusively during
the test situation. Specific ‘manufacturer’s instructions’ for the preparation and the development
of a laboratory test can be even necessary, e.g. for safety reasons, and are therefore generally
permissible by test standards. However, if such instructions have to be used exclusively by test
laboratories and alter the product behaviour to optimise its performance specifically under testing,
this could be categorised as ‘circumvention’ in the opinion of the ANTICSS project.
A third way of circumvention could be by programming products to provide very good energy
efficiency and/or resource consumption for the time in which the conformity verification test is
expected, or for a predefined number of cycles. At the time of placing on the market the product is
already programmed in a way to make it resulting compliant if selected by a Market Surveillance
Authority for compliance verification, but to automatically change its performance a certain time
after it is put into service. The automatic modification does not take place during the time interval
in which the verification of compliance is expected but only afterwards, for example, to ease
performance restrictions imposed by compliance with the regulatory requirements and make the
product more attractive to end users. The software is already present in the delivered product, i.e.
not provided subsequently via external software update 6, as this would be prohibited under the
latest Ecodesign Regulations (cf. section 3.4.5 below).
Against this background, the ANTICSS project developed a more comprehensive definition of
‘circumvention’ including all three possible routes (see following sections).
In total, 39 MSAs, 61 industry representatives (associations, manufacturers, technical committees) and 178
consumer organisations, test organisations and environmental NGOs at European level were approached.
4 ANTICSS partners conducted a quality check of the cases received in WP3 to avoid double counting with cases
received in WP2, disregard cases not sufficiently substantiated or being out of scope. In the end, the information
received on 22 cases has been used for further analysis related to the ANTICSS definitions of circumvention.
5 https://www.anti-circumvention.eu/project-activities/circumvention-products-investigated
6 Software updates in the context of ‘circumvention’ are regulated in most recent Ecodesign regulations.
3
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3.1

ANTICSS definition of ‘circumvention’

The ANTICSS project agreed on the following definitions for ‘circumvention’ in relation to EU
Ecodesign and Energy labelling legislation and related harmonised standards 7 . These definitions
built the basis for the research within the ANTICSS project, namely the categorisation of collected
suspect behaviour cases and tested products.

3.2

ANTICSS definition of ‘jeopardy effects’

In a number of the cases collected by the ANTICSS project the products’ behaviour was not
configuring a clear act of circumvention but was nevertheless still suspicious. Against this
background, the ANTICSS project developed the concept of ‘jeopardy effects’, i.e. a product
behaviour that is not circumvention, but does not follow the goal of the EU Ecodesign and/or Energy
labelling legislation, possible e.g. due to loopholes or other weaknesses in standards or regulations.

Further details and examples can be found in the ANTICSS Deliverable D8 “Definition of ‘circumvention’ and
‘jeopardy effects’ in relation to EU Ecodesign and Energy labelling legislation” https://www.anticircumvention.eu/storage/app/media/uploaded-files/D08_ANTICSS_Final-definitions_circumvention.pdf
7
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Current constraints with regard to circumvention in the regulatory framework:
The parts b) and c) of the ANTICSS definition of ‘circumvention’ and the ANTICSS definition of
‘Jeopardy effects’ are currently not taken into consideration in the ‘relevant’ Ecodesign Regulations.

3.3

Differentiation between ‘circumvention’ and ‘jeopardy
effects’ within ANTICSS

At the ‘general case level’ (i.e. suspected cases initially collected or reported for a product category),
ANTICSS differentiates between ‘hints for circumvention’, and ‘jeopardy effects’ (cf. Figure 2 below):
•

•

‘Hints for circumvention’: Cases where the suspect behaviour exclusively occurs during the
test situation; e.g., specific test instructions provided exclusively for test labs, (hidden)
software solely reacting to the test situation, or specific factory settings not reverting after
changing the settings in the menu.
‘Jeopardy effects’: Cases where the suspect behaviour occurs both in the test situation and in
real-life use, but to the latter applicable only theoretically or in (extremely) rare situations; e.g.,
specific test instructions also included in the user manual instructions; or energy or resource
saving software or technologies that are specifically applied in the test situation but are also
applicable in real-life in exceptional cases. These acts are not relevant only under test
conditions, but nevertheless, the design of the product or test instructions result in more
favourable results especially, but not exclusively, in the test situation.

Both types of cases need further assessment through laboratory testing (cf. sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2).

12
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Figure 2:

3.4

Flow chart for categorisation to ‘Hint for CV’ or ‘Jeopardy effect’

Delimitation of ‘circumvention’ to ‘non-compliance’ and
other effects

In the following section, a clear delimitation of the acts of ‘circumvention’ to ‘non-compliance’ and
other effects is given, not only to facilitate unambiguous classification of cases in laboratory testing
and for market surveillance activities but also to achieve a better understanding and clearer picture
in public (media) communication.
3.4.1 Delimitation to ‘non-compliance’
Checking compliance is an interplay between the product, the (harmonised) standard(s) and the
Ecodesign and Energy labelling regulations and their requirements.
Energy labelling and Ecodesign regulations use the presumption of conformity; this means that a
product model that is declared compliant by the supplier is compliant until it is found to be noncompliant. ‘Non-compliance’ can only be determined by MSAs, by following the procedures in the
so-called Verification Annexes included in every Ecodesign and Energy Labelling Regulation.
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Apart from document checks (checking of the data and information provided in the technical
documentation and/or any other information provided by the manufacturer or supplier against the
requirements and conditions as defined in the legislation and standards), the procedure to be
followed by MSAs includes testing according to harmonised standards published in the Official
Journal of the European Union 8 . If the results 9 of any of these laboratory tests differ from the
declared values more than the tolerances given in the Verification Annexes of the regulations the
model is considered ‘non-compliant’.
‘Non-compliance’ can be found in any phase of the compliance verification, for example:
•

•
•

The measured value of one or more parameters in the manufacturer/supplier test report does
not support the respective declared value, i.e. the declared value is more favourable for the
manufacturer/supplier than the measured value due to a misuse of the verification tolerance.
Mandatory information is missing in the booklet of instruction or free access website of the
manufacturer/supplier.
The declared values are not confirmed by the determined values in the Market Surveillance
Authority test report.

One of the most important findings of the ANTICSS project is that ‘circumvention’ goes far beyond
technical ‘non-compliance’ and is at the same time much more difficult to be detected. Whereas
‘non-compliance’ can be detected by MSAs by inspecting product documentation and/or through
laboratory tests, in case of ‘circumvention’ the product does not immediately appear to be ‘noncompliant’ during testing which makes the detection of ‘circumvention’ rather difficult.
At first glance, the product appears to comply with all requirements and having respected the
conditions according to harmonised standards or transitional test methods in the laboratory test.
However, this is because the product itself or its settings have been manipulated with the aim of
circumvention or for exploiting loopholes, i.e. the test results are influenced in such a way that they
turn out more favourable precisely under standard test conditions. For this reason, it is rather
impossible to detect a circumvention behaviour with the standard measurement methods
harmonised for the regulations. Therefore, alternative test methods to detect the ‘circumvention’
behaviour or ‘jeopardy effects’ have to be developed and applied (for further details cf. section
4.2.2).
According to the Ecodesign regulations, MSAs can also use other reliable, accurate and reproducible methods
beyond harmonised European standards, which take into account the generally recognised state-of-the-art.
9 For most products, a two-step procedure is prescribed: first 1 unit is tested; if any result differs from the
declared value more than the tolerance, 3 other units are tested. The average of the results of the 3 units should
not differ more than the tolerance from the declared value. As an alternative, the three additional units selected
may be of one or more different models that have been listed as equivalent models in the supplier's technical
documentation. The tests are done according to the approach of 1+3 units, whereas the conclusion is valid for
the model (i.e. all units that are placed on the market).
8
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3.4.2 Delimitation to ‘missing representativeness of standards’
‘Circumvention’ acts and ‘jeopardy effects’ according to the ANTICSS definitions given in sections
3.1 and 3.2 are not to be confused with the fact that (harmonised) standards might not always
reflect on one side the typical consumer usage in ‘real-life’ and on the other side the effects of the
latest technological developments of the products. For these reasons, the measured values of
products during consumers’ usage in ‘real-life’ might be different from the declared performance
parameters measured under standard conditions.
According to article 13 of Regulation (EU) 2017/1369 setting a framework for Energy Labelling,
harmonised standards, have to fulfil the following conditions 10:
•
•

Measurement and calculation methods included in the harmonised standards shall be reliable,
accurate and reproducible.
Harmonised standards shall aim to simulate ‘real-life’ usage as far as possible, while maintaining
a standardised test method to ensure repeatable and reproducible measurement results.

For applying harmonised standards, there is the need to obtain very similar results when tests are
repeated in the same test laboratory at different time (repeatability) as well when the same test is
conducted in another laboratory (reproducibility). Having this in mind, it has to be considered that
to produce a repeatable and reproducible test, some test conditions need to be specified and
controlled.
To fulfil these requirements, in general, standards require a specific preparation of the product or
the conditions under which a test has to be conducted, e.g. the use of a standardised ‘dust’ for
testing vacuum cleaners, or standard loads (laundry or dishes) for testing household washing
machines and dishwashers. In addition, (harmonised) standards and/or legislations explicitly refer
to the manufacturer’s instructions for either safety reasons and/or to achieve accurate results in
terms of repeatability and reproducibility.
Although standard test methods should reflect ‘real-life’ conditions as much as possible, ‘real-life’
conditions cannot be easily reproduced because tests cannot replicate 100% the variety of ‘real-life’
conditions and of the users.

10 European Parliament, “Regulation (EU) 2017/1369 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July
2017 setting a framework for energy labelling and repealing Directive 2010/30/EU,” 2017. Online available at
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017R1369&from=EN, last accessed on 21
Oct 2020
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The so called “average European usage patterns” (e.g. average number of use cycles per year 11) and
programme modes12 defined in the legislation and measured by using harmonised standards might
deviate from local appliance use due to country-specific differences in usage behaviour. For
example, in some countries washing is usually done at lower temperatures than applied in the
standard tests.
If these standard conditions, being to a certain extent different from ‘real-life’, result in different
outcomes of standard test results compared to ‘real-life’ testing, this cannot be classified as
‘circumvention’, but is rather the case of the EU legislation prescribing one or more specific washing
programme(s) that have been considered the best user-relevant at average EU level, the standard
prepared for being harmonised for the specific piece of EU legislation can result less consumer
relevant. This has been categorized as ‘missing representativeness of standards’ within ANTICSS.
This is a well-known issue for harmonised standards, in which the best balance between
standardised conditions necessary to ensure repeatability and reproducibility and good simulation
of ‘real-life’ usage has to be found. In addition, standards – and the background EU legislation – that
do not keep pace with technological progress can prevent the measurement of energy used by new
features and fail to incentivise manufacturers to make those features energy efficient.
Indeed, often it is not easy to distinguish the impact of the ‘missing representativeness of standards’
from ‘circumvention’ on Ecodesign and Energy Labelling Regulation, because it is very similar. On
one hand, ‘missing representativeness of standards’ means that the energy consumption might be
higher in ‘real-life’ than in the declaration of the manufacturer, on the other hand, under a
‘circumvention’ behaviour the energy consumption would be lower (only) under test conditions
than in ‘real-life’. If the deviations described above are the same, the effect is equal.
Although the level of ‘missing representativeness’ of some standards is unsatisfactory, it is not
‘circumvention’ because manufacturers follow the standard test conditions for determining the
product performance values to be declared e.g. on the Energy label, despite the consumer use in
‘real-life’ may deviate from these conditions. On the other hand, the more harmonized standards
entail very specific conditions or include ambiguities and loopholes, the higher is the likelihood that
products are designed to be able to detect these test conditions or that manufacturers exploit the
loopholes in a way to achieve more favourable results for their products, i.e. the risk of
circumvention or jeopardy effects is increasing.

Due to this, in the new Energy Labelling regulation labels are moving from annual figures to 100 cycle values.
Specific ‘Eco-modes’ to be used as basis for the performance measurements in harmonized standards, might
sometimes be somehow artificial (e.g. washing machine programmes lasting several hours; TVs with a very dark
display and no sound on). Although being energy-efficient these modes might not be used often in ‘real-life’. Thus,
the actual energy use under ‘real-life’ conditions will be different from claimed on the energy label due to using
different (less energy-efficient) programmes or settings instead.
11
12
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3.4.3 Delimitation to ‘golden samples’
The so called ‘golden sample’ is an optimised product used for compliance assessment testing that
is not representative for the whole production of the assessed model. The use of advanced
prototypes for compliance assessment is unavoidable in Ecodesign and Energy Labelling Legislation,
as well as in other EU legislation, since they are needed in order to secure approvals or compliance
in time for full production. However, manufacturers may exploit this possibility to achieve better
results for the model represented by this sample during the conformity test.
Considering the definition of ‘circumvention’ given in the ANTICSS project, the use of ‘golden
samples’ cannot be considered as a ‘circumvention’ behaviour. Apart from the fact that ‘golden
samples’ are not designed to alter the behaviour of the product specifically in the test situation,
they cannot be considered as a way to ‘pre-set or manual alteration of a product’, affecting
performance and/or resource consumption only during test, because as being prototypes they are
never placed on the market and therefore are never used for compliance verification by MSAs.
Finally, the suspected use of a ‘golden sample’ for achieving a better positioning during the
compliance assessment phase of a new model can be easily detected by a MSA when testing the
units of that model placed on the market for compliance verification. If the verification fails the
model is considered ‘non-compliant’, and this ‘non-compliance’ can be the result of the use of a
wrong prototype (or of a golden sample) at the time of the initial conformity verification by the
manufacturer.
This nickname is also given to other types of potentially optimised products that Market Surveillance
Authorities cannot gather randomly from the market. This applies for example to large industrial
products manufactured to order or to the units delivered by the manufacturer/supplier upon
request of MSA when they cannot find on the market a sufficient number of units of the model
selected for the compliance verification.
In such case three options are available to the MSA for concluding the verification procedure:
(i)

look for units of equivalent models, where existing and available, since most of the regulations
allow this possibility in order to reach the requested number of units for the laboratory
testing, or

(ii)

declare the model as “undecidable” since the mandatory steps of the compliance verification
procedure cannot be completed, or finally

(iii)

ask the manufacturer/supplier to provide one or more units of that model.
Under this last option a suspect may arise that the delivered unit(s) is/are not taken from
those in stock already mass-produced but are instead manufactured on time with a specific
care, or with different higher quality components in order to be compliant.
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Only if different (higher quality) components are used for the manufacturing of the delivered
unit(s) the definition of ‘circumvention’ given in the ANTICSS project is applicable. The use of
different (higher quality) components can be easily detected by the MSA looking at how each
unit is manufactured, but in case of the production of one single unit this comparison is not
possible.
3.4.4 Delimitation to products designed for being ‘out of scope’
Within ANTICSS, cases were reported where products were designed or declared in a way that they
are not falling under the scope of existing Ecodesign and Energy Labelling Regulations, i.e. the
minimum requirements and/or energy label do not apply.
From a legal point of view, when a product is ‘out of scope’ of a regulation, it cannot be tested for
compliance verification – only the exclusion clause is checked. Manufacturers might misuse the
criteria on which products are excluded from the scope of the regulations to deliberately design or
declare products in a way that they are not covered by the regulations, or to declare them in a way
that they fall into a different sub-category of the relevant regulation so that requirements to be
followed are less stringent or more favourable to the manufacturer.
Cases were reported for a product sold as ‘wine storage appliance’ (category 2) instead of a multiuse refrigerator (category 10) under Regulations (EU) 1060/2010 and 643/2019. In such cases the
legislation is not followed correctly, due to ignorance of the legislation, deliberate misinterpretation
or wrong reference to a legislation by the manufacturer. These acts, if encountered by MSAs are
classified as ‘non-compliance’ (cf. section 3.4.1).
3.4.5 Delimitation to ‘software updates’ 13
Product functioning can be modified through a software update installed sometime after placing a
product on the market and installation through external communication between the appliance and
the manufacturer, third parties or even other users. This requires a communication channel, i.e. the
product is connected to a network, or manual updating via for example a USB memory. Software
updates have multiple purposes, e.g. security updates, fault elimination or software enhancement,
improving the operation of hardware, peripherals, the performance or lifetime, as well as adding
new programmes, functions and features. The potential benefits of installing or drawbacks when
rejecting them might be different depending on consumers’ needs. For example, ensuring that the
device remains cyber-secure after newly discovered vulnerabilities is rather important and might
have severe consequences, if the update is not installed, whereas the availability of new
convenience features might not be so relevant for some consumers.

For a detailed analysis see https://www.anti-circumvention.eu/storage/app/media/uploadedfiles/ANTICSS_Working-paper_Smart-products-and-circumvention.pdf
13
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Software updates are mainly executed in ‘real-life’ after the product has been placed on the market.
Thus they cannot be misused for ‘circumvention’ in the sense of automatic detection of the test
situation and alteration of the product performance and/or resource consumption during the
compliance verification testing of products that have just been placed on the market, i.e. point a) of
the ANTICSS definition of ‘circumvention’. Nevertheless, process changes due to software updates
might alter the product performance or use of resources as originally measured and declared at the
time of placing the product on the market when tested according to the standard for the relevant
delegated or implementing act. To tackle this issue, software updates and their consequences have
been explicitly addressed in the article ‘circumvention and software updates’ included in productspecific Ecodesign Regulations since 2019.
Circumvention and software updates
[…]

The energy consumption 14 of the product and any of the other declared parameters shall not
deteriorate after a software or firmware update when measured with the same test standard originally
used for the declaration of conformity, except with explicit consent of the end-user prior to update.
No performance change shall occur as a result of rejecting the update.
A software update shall never have the effect of changing the product’s performance in a way that
makes it non-compliant with the ecodesign requirements applicable for the declaration of conformity
In addition, Regulation (EU) 2017/1369, setting a framework for the Energy Labelling, addresses
software updates within article 3 (4) on ‘General obligations of suppliers’.
General obligations of suppliers
[…]

4. Once a unit of a model is in service, the supplier shall request explicit consent from the customer
regarding any changes intended to be introduced to the unit by means of updates that would be
detrimental to the parameters of the energy efficiency label for that unit, as set out in the relevant
delegated act. The supplier shall inform the customer of the objective of the update and of the changes
in the parameters, including any change in the label class. For a period proportionate to the average
lifespan of the product, the supplier shall give the customer the option of refusing the update without
avoidable loss of functionality.
[…]

For water-using product categories like household washing machines and dishwashers, the article says “The
consumption of energy and water of the product and any of the other declared parameters shall not deteriorate”
14
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According to these articles in the Ecodesign and Energy Labelling Regulations, the deterioration of
the energy consumption and any of the other declared parameters after a software or firmware
update is ‘compliant’ to legislation, provided that the explicit consent of the end-user prior to
update is obtained and the magnitude of increasing energy consumption does not exceed the
applicable Ecodesign minimum requirements. Also, software updates would be considered ‘noncompliant’ if the magnitude of increasing energy consumption would exceed the Ecodesign
minimum requirements applicable at the time of placing the specific model on the market.
The requirements on software updates including confirmation by the end-user as stated in the
regulations apply to products when being placed on the market. However, verification would be
needed also when the product is already for some time on the market. In case the energy/resource
consumption or any other parameters of the energy label are modified, the outcome of a ‘software
update’ can be considered a new product which would require to be tested again by MSAs for
verifying the conformity with the applicable legal provision. In this case, the latest software update
has to be downloaded before or during the compliance verification; energy consumption and
performance have to be measured and the deterioration of any of the parameters after the update
has to be checked.
In any case, MSAs have to verify whether the user is asked for confirmation.
Theoretically, a certain kind of ‘software update’ might still be categorised as ‘circumvention’ if
following part c) of the ANTICSS definition (cf. section 3.1). In these cases, the product is specifically
programmed in a way to provide very good energy efficiency and/or resource consumption for the
time in which the conformity verification test is expected, or for a predefined number of cycles.
However, at the time of placing on the market the product is already programmed in a way to make
it resulting compliant if selected by a Market Surveillance Authority for compliance verification, but
to automatically change its performance a certain time after it is put into service. The automatic
modification does not take place during the time interval in which the verification of compliance is
expected but only afterwards, for example, to ease performance restrictions imposed by
compliance with the regulatory requirements and make the product more attractive to end users.
The update algorithm is already present in the delivered product, i.e. not provided subsequently via
external software update.
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3.4.6 Relation between ‘smart’ products and ‘circumvention’
The ANTICSS project also analysed the potential of so called ‘smart’ products to use embedded
software for ‘circumvention’ of regulatory requirements in the context of Ecodesign and Energy
Labelling15.
There is no shared definition of ‘smart’ appliances. For example, the Ecodesign Preparatory Study
on ‘Smart Appliances’ 16 decided to set the final focus on demand side flexibility with regard to the
electricity grid only. In a broader approach related to the context of ‘circumvention’, however, the
ANTICSS project distinguished between products marketed as ‘smart’ and products acting ‘smart’
(cf. Figure 3 below).
Appliances marketed as ‘smart’ seem to be characterised mainly by the offered services (utilities),
a connection to internet, as well as ‘external’ communication, i.e. between different appliances
and/or the possibility of being controlled via internet.
On the other hand, products designed in a way to be able to circumvent, i.e. altering their
characteristics specifically during testing (acting ‘smart’), might have to be characterized in a
different way. While the presence of software within the appliance seems to be the precondition of
smartness, the act of ‘circumvention’ might go beyond simple control logic, which is implemented
in nearly all appliances: sensor, processing software and actuator reacting to (only) one input
parameter. In comparison, ‘smartness’ related to ‘circumvention’ seems to be a more sophisticated
or ‘intelligent’ processing.

15 For a detailed analysis, see Graulich et al. (2019): Analysis of the relation between ‘smart’ products and
circumvention, 2019. Online available at https://www.anti-circumvention.eu/storage/app/media/uploadedfiles/ANTICSS_Working-paper_Smart-products-and-circumvention.pdf, last accessed on 21 Oct 2020.
16 See https://eco-smartappliances.eu/en
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Products marketed as ‘smart’
For products marketed as ‘smart appliances’, there
seems to be no clear definition. Often, either the
utility or the possibilities for external
communication via internet connection are
highlighted under this term. Products are
marketed as smart when for example providing
automatic software updates, remote control
function via smartphone app or for the purpose of
demand side flexibility, as well as communication
between appliances or to a smart home network.
Also computer functions for appliances other than
computers (e.g. smart TVs), additional functions
like a webcam for controlling and communicating
the status (e.g. smart fridge), as well as learning or
AI-enabled appliances are promoted as smartness.
These functionalities, however, do not necessarily
provide the technical configuration to circumvent
compliance testing.

Figure 3:

Products acting ‘smart’ (= intelligent)
Products with the technical operation principle and
configuration to circumvent compliance testing, i.e.
with the ability to detect being in a test situation and
altering the product performance and/or resource
consumption specifically during test in order to reach
more favourable test results, are not necessarily
marketed as smart products, for example the function
‘internal adjustment’.
Further, if a standard test situation is clearly differing
from real-life conditions, e.g. through dedicated
parameters such as stable ambient conditions over a
certain time (apparent for refrigerators with no door
openings under test), or a certain sequence of cycles, a
more sophisticated or smart (= ‘intelligent’) processing
might even not be necessary for the product to detect
being under test; simple control logic programmed
explicitly towards recognizing these test conditions
and adjusting might be sufficient.

Different approaches: Products marketed as ‘smart’ and products acting ‘smart’

In summary, the ANTICSS project drew the following conclusions regarding the relation between
‘smart’ products and ‘circumvention’:
 Appliances with functions marketed as ‘smart’ do not provide per se an indicator for ‘circumvention’.
 Products being able to act smart (= intelligent) in a way of circumventing under testing are not necessarily
marketed as smart.
 Software is a precondition for being smart.
 The act of software-related ‘circumvention’ relevant only under test conditions in the compliance verification tests
can be executed either by automatic detection of the test situation and alteration of the product performance
and/or resource consumption during test, or by pre-set alteration of the performance within a short period after
putting the product into service, according to the ANTICSS definitions a) and c) of ‘circumvention’ given in this
document (cf. section 3.1).
 If some kind of ‘intelligent’ software is already implemented at the moment the product is placed on the market,
those appliances might be more prone to use this software also for ‘circumvention’.
On the other hand, if standard test conditions clearly differ from real-life conditions, also simple control logic
might be sufficient to program appliances in a way to recognize these test conditions and adjust certain
parameters accordingly.
 Not all ‘smart appliances’ are circumventing per se under EU Ecodesign and Energy Labelling compliance
verification testing:
=> On the one hand, some of the products’ smartness is not at all related to the Energy Labelling or Ecodesign
regulated parameters, and/or the smart function even results in higher instead of lower energy consumption.
=> On the other hand, manufacturers explicitly have to use the smartness and program appliances in a way that
they detect being in a test situation as well as alter the product performance and/or resource consumption
specifically during test in order to reach more favourable test results.

Figure 4:

Conclusions regarding the relation between smart products and ‘circumvention’
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4 Verification procedure to target ‘circumvention’
As mentioned in section 3.4.1, ‘circumvention’ goes beyond more traditional ‘non-compliance’
linked to formal or technical requirements. The ANTICSS project experienced that ‘circumvention’
is not only more difficult to be detected, but that the standard market surveillance procedures and
partly also the harmonized standards are not fit-for-purpose.
This section outlines specific elements to be included into the different stages of the common
verification procedure for market surveillance to explicitly address ‘circumvention’, i.e. targeting
and sampling of products (cf. section 4.1), compliance verification (cf. section 4.2) and follow-up
activities by MSAs (cf. section 4.3).
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Figure 5:

ANTICSS approach of a verification procedure to target ‘circumvention’
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4.1 Targeting and sampling of products (groups) and appliances
Since not much experience is available on targeting of products being more prone to ‘circumvention’
compared to others, this section starts with experience gained from the ANTICSS project.
Subsequently, the product selection process conducted within ANTICSS is provided as an example.
4.1.1 Targeting products more prone to ‘circumvention’ within ANTICSS
In order to perform resource efficient market surveillance targeting circumvention in particular, it
is crucial that the MSA is proactive. Given that there is not yet enough mature knowledge on how
to identify products that circumvent Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulations or underlying
standards, ANTICSS has compiled some patterns that should be considered when targeting products
more prone to ‘circumvention’ in order to achieve the most effective outcome.
Gathering background information is key for a targeted market screening. The ANTICSS approach –
implemented throughout the project – has focused on the in-depth analysis of following elements:
•
•
•

Compilation of information on claims or evidence of ‘suspect behaviour’ cases (e.g. reported
cases, comparable products with very similar technical features but e.g. differing EEIs, etc.)
Consideration of specific situations prone to circumvention – reflected in the ‘ANTICSS
definition’, causes of ‘suspect behaviour’ and ‘hints for circumvention’
Analysis of the Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulations and applicable harmonised
standards aiming at the identification of open weaknesses/loopholes and
weaknesses/loopholes that have already been addressed 17.

Figure 6 provides a non-exhaustive overview of habits encountered to the following clusters which
can be extended accordingly:
•
•
•
•

Appliances
Documents / product information provided by manufacturers
Standards and
Legal framework (Ecodesign and Energy Labelling Regulations)

The ANTICSS project was focusing on issues that might open the door for ‘circumvention’.

17

This is to avoid wasting resources when flaws are already been dealt with.
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Figure 6:

Suspicious habits detected within ANTICSS

4.1.2 Sampling process for laboratory testing within ANTICSS
It is important to note that the ANTICSS team has developed a specific process to take samples of
products for the assessment of ‘circumvention’. This means that the ultimate goal of the project
was not to assess compliance linked to other requirements per se, but rather to identify ‘if’ and
‘how’ ‘circumvention’ occurs.
The sampling strategy within ANTICSS comprised two main steps:
1. Delimitation of product categories (see 4.1.2.1), and
2. Model selection for laboratory testing (see 4.1.2.2).
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4.1.2.1

Applied selection of ‘product categories’ and ‘cases’ for testing within ANTICSS

Starting from the complete list of energy-related product categories covered by Ecodesign and/or
Energy labelling regulations, the ANTICSS project team implemented a ‘semi-qualitative’
methodology for the selection of product categories to be tested in laboratories. The full list of
product categories has been crossed with exclusion and selection criteria (cf. below) to narrow
down the list to ten product categories to be selected for testing in ANTICSS 18.
Exclusion criteria – product categories not tested within ANTICSS
1. Product categories excluded from the ANTICSS scope
Product groups which are not covered by a product specific delegated or implementing
regulation on Ecodesign or Energy labelling (e.g. product groups with Voluntary
Agreements), and product groups which no longer have market relevance (i.e. zero sales
from 2020 onwards).
2.

Product categories lacking harmonised standards or transitional methods
Only product types for which there is a measurement method in the form of a harmonised
standard, or a transitional method were considered. Laboratories testing a product need to
have a reference protocol to conduct testing, to make the calculations accordingly and to
potentially propose alternative methods to the set procedures.

3.

Product categories with no reported suspicious cases within the ANTICSS project
The main selection criteria were linked to the stakeholder input that the ANTICSS project
collected through the consultations run in the first phases of the project. Product categories
for which no suspicious behaviour cases were reported were disregarded for testing purposes.

Product categories with reported cases categorized as ‘compliant’ or ‘non-compliant’ within
ANTICSS
The project partners analysed all reported suspicious behaviour cases and agreed on the
categorisations of ‘circumvention’ or ‘jeopardy effects’ according to the ANTICSS definitions; in the
end, some cases turned out to be classified as ‘compliant’ or ‘non-compliant’ which were not
further followed up in the project. The team decided to focus only on those cases classified as
‘circumvention’ and ‘jeopardy effects’.

18

For further information see: Deliverable D13 (D3.3): List of product groups to be tested
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Selection criteria for product categories to be tested within ANTICSS
After having taken into consideration the exclusion criteria, for the remaining product categories
the following selection criteria were applied so that a list of ten product categories remained.
•

•

•

Product categories with cases classified as suspect of ‘circumvention’ (cf. section 3.1): All
reported cases categorised as suspect of ‘circumvention’ by the ANTICSS project team were
selected for further analysis in the laboratories.
Product categories with cases classified as suspect of ‘jeopardy effects’ (cf. section 3.2): For
reported cases categorised as suspect of ‘jeopardy effects’, a semi-quantitative approach was
applied in order to rank the product categories. Chosen parameters were: the number of
‘jeopardy effects’ cases, lab testing capacity within ANTICSS consortium and existence of an
energy label for the product as a multiplying factor accounting for the consumer relevance.
Product category cluster representation: The product category clusters defined in ANTICSS are
electronic equipment, heating, cooling, white goods, lighting and industrial application.
Product categories of the same cluster have similarities in terms of product behaviour, way of
operation or type of fuel used. Testing product categories from different clusters allowed for a
better understanding of ‘circumvention’ practices across all product groups regulated by
Ecodesign or Energy Labelling.

From the ten product categories initially selected for testing with the above approach (space
heaters, televisions, room air conditioning, domestic refrigerators, domestic freezers and
refrigerators freezers, domestic dishwashers, domestic washing machines, household tumble
dryers, solid fuel local space heaters and domestic ovens) selected in this way, two product
categories were finally not taken into account, due to products with the required technical features
not being available (domestic refrigerators) and the reported case finally being classified as ‘noncompliant’ after scrutinized reassessment (solid fuel local space heaters).
4.1.2.2

Applied ‘model’ selection procedure within ANTICSS

The following model selection procedure applied within ANTICSS was specifically targeted at finding
appliances with a high probability of having a ‘circumvention’ behaviour. The method was a
combination of models identified in previously reported cases of suspect ‘circumvention’ and
‘jeopardy effects’ and a semi-random, risk-based selection, which relied on framework
technical/characteristics-based criteria in order to maximise the chances of identifying
‘circumvention’.
According to the ANTICSS grant agreement for each of the selected product categories three models
finally should be selected. In order to avoid unnecessary redundancy, it was necessary to ensure
that the three models were not too similar (e.g. variations of the same product model within the
same brand), or equivalent (e.g. same model sold under different brand/model names).
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The selected models had to be sufficiently easy to procure, and accessible via standard delivery
within the country in which the testing facilities were based in order to reduce the risks of transport
damage and other associated risks. The models still had to be available when the purchasing tasks
started and ideally had to be still available after the termination of the project.
Models that had a higher energy efficiency class were favoured as part of the exercise, as they were
deemed to be more likely prone to ‘circumvention’ practices due to higher pressure on the
manufacturer to achieve the best possible positioning of these models.
Description of the methodology for the selection of models within ANTICSS 19
The implementation of the specific approach, targeted or semi-random, was applied on a case-bycase basis, depending mainly on the background information and expert analysis available. As
follows, the applied overarching principles are listed:
1. A targeted selection was implemented in those cases where specific brands and/or models
had been identified as part of the ANTICSS consultation of stakeholders.
2. Alternatively, when no specific brand/model was referred to in the reported case, a ‘semirandom’ selection was applied. The main search focus was on the technical features or
peculiarities associated with the reported suspected act of ‘circumvention’ or ‘jeopardy
effect’. Test laboratories were supporting with their gained experience and know-how to
assess these technical features.
3. Lastly, if the previous approaches still did not have delimited the necessary shortlist, other
selection criteria based on expert judgement and, if necessary, full randomization were
utilised.
The sequence for the final selection of three models within ANTICSS was implemented through the
following steps, taking into account the considerations outlined above:

For further information see: Deliverable D15(D4.2): Model selection procedure for alternative testing;
https://www.anti-circumvention.eu/storage/app/media/D15_ANTICSS_Model-selection_final.pdf
19
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Figure 7:

Methodology for the selection of the models to be tested

•

Step #1: Using product comparison websites present and operating in several EU countries
(e.g. Idealo in the cases of Spain and Germany) for displaying products in the country where
the testing laboratory is located. These wide online product comparison websites include
readily available filters to facilitate product selection.

•

Step #2: Filtering for technical features or information requirements as identified by the
testing laboratories/experts as possible indication for circumvention. The experience and
expertise of test labs and other project partners of the ANTICSS project, when designing the
alternative testing methods (cf. section 4.2.2) drew key conclusions on the specificities of
the products to facilitate the model selection. In this sense, the laboratories identified –
when possible – key technical features or particular information requirements to focus on
for the specific model selection based on the ‘circumvention’ and ‘jeopardy cases’ recorded.
Furthermore, models with presence of components that increase the risk of circumvention
potentialities (e.g. electronics, smartness, sensors, presence of suspicious programs, modes,
and/or settings), and models at high energy performance claims (e.g. A+++) were favoured.

•

Step #3: Filtering for the availability of the product in the market, considering the date of
placing on the market (i.e. favouring products that were introduced on the market in 2019
or 2018) and availability for purchase from a retailer located in the country of the testing
laboratory to ensure minimal transport delays and damage risks.

•

Step #4: Quality check. Manual validation to ensure, among others, that the shortlisted
models were not simple variations of the same model, check of mandatory
documents/information to make sure that the filters applied in steps #1 and #2 were correct,
that models were in stock, etc.
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Selection of models from the shortlist (when appropriate)
In those cases where the resulting filtered selection included more than three models, a further
manual selection was conducted based on the following criteria:
At least three different brands and manufacturers (if possible);
Model prices within reasonable boundaries 20;
Expert assessment on circumvention potential (based on the product declaration, energy class,
features, comparison with other similar products, other relevant aspects).

•
•
•

If the resulting shortlist still comprised a large number of models the final selection of the three
models was then conducted by randomised selection.
Framework criteria not taken into account for the model selection
The following criteria were also discussed by the ANTICSS project team to be considered for model
selection but were finally not taken into account due to the reasons described in the table below.
Table 1:

Criteria not taken into account for model selection

Criteria

Justification for exclusion from the model selection

Brands with history of
fraud or high level of noncompliance

The criterion was deemed too uncertain for the purposes of the project. It might also
be the case, that due to the identified history manufacturers of suspicious brands
already took action. The goal of ANTICSS was to focus on technical criteria. This criterion
was applied for the selection of the product categories but not for the specific model(s).

Brands and/or models with It was not feasible to incorporate this kind of data in the overall selection methodology
high market share, i.e.
because of lack of free, publicly available data on market shares.
because of their greater
potential to impact on
energy usage as compared
to models with low sales
volumes and due to the
exposure to consumers too
Brands and models at high
price segments

It was considered not being relevant to target only a specific price segment, because
prices depend on many aspects and not only efficiency. In general, high
efficiency/performance models are also in a high segment of the market, although not
necessarily the highest.

Brands and models at low
price segments

It was considered not being relevant to target only a specific price segment, because
prices depend on many aspects, not only efficiency. Moreover, the cost of introducing
a circumvention system will not be recovered via the lower purchasing price, which
limits the economic benefit from cheating specifically through circumvention.

20

An average of 1.500 € per unit comprising purchase costs incl. logistics as noted in ANTICSS Grant Agreement
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Criteria

Justification for exclusion from the model selection

Brands and models at low
energy performance
claims (e.g. energy class)

Circumvention at low energy classes is unlikely, as the benefit from cheating specifically
through circumvention is limited. The current levels of minimum Ecodesign and Energy
labelling requirements are relatively easy to reach for most products (they have been
in force for several years and the market shows a lot of products in upper efficiency
classes).

4.2 Compliance verification of ‘circumvention’
4.2.1 Technical compliance
The verification of whether a product complies with the requirements of the applicable legislation
by the MSA may be divided between ’Formal’ compliance (administrative requirements e.g.
documentation, markings, etc.) and ’Technical’ compliance (essential requirements). Given the fact
that ‘circumvention’ is closely linked to testing, ANTICSS team has performed laboratory testing
targeting ‘circumvention’ for the product models selected, combined with a thorough assessment
of regulatory texts and standards.
LIMITATIONS ON THE APPLICABILITY OF HARMONISED STANDARDS FOR THE DETECTION OF ‘CIRCUMVENTION’
Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulations do specify the verification procedure for market
surveillance purposes and indicate the measurement methods and calculations to be followed.
Models tested according to harmonised standards or state-of-the-art methods are deemed to
comply with the applicable requirements if the determined values (the relevant parameters as
measured in testing and the values calculated from these measurements) comply with respective
verification tolerances as given in the tables of the relevant Verification Annexes.
When assessing ‘circumvention’, however, the usual verification procedure is not fit-for-purpose.
As already mentioned in section 3.4.1, ‘circumvention’ goes beyond regular ‘non-compliance’ being
more difficult to be detected. In case of circumvention, at first glance the product appears to comply
with all requirements when tested with the applicable harmonized standard or transitional method.
However, this is because the product itself or its settings have been manipulated with the aim of
circumvention or for exploiting loopholes21, i.e. the test results are influenced in a way that they
turn out more favourable precisely under standard test conditions.

Where a model has been designed to be able to detect that it is being tested and to react specifically by
automatically altering its performance during the test (cf. ANTICSS definition a) of ‘CV’ in section 3.1) with the
objective of reaching a more favourable level for any of the parameters specified;

21
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For this reason, it is rather impossible to detect a circumvention behaviour with the standard
measurement methods harmonised for the regulations.
Therefore, the ANTICSS team has concluded that it is necessary to adapt the standard testing
procedure for detection of ‘circumvention’. Test conditions different to those of harmonised
standards have to be determined and subsequently alternative test methods have to be developed
and applied to be able detect whether or not ‘circumvention’ behaviour or ‘jeopardy effects’ occurs.
Nevertheless, the ANTICSS team has used the results and conditions under the harmonised
standard as a benchmark to compare them with the results obtained through the application of an
alternative test (cf. section 4.2.2).
Disclaimer: The scope of the ANTICSS project was to define, detect the presence, and find ways to
avoid in future ‘circumvention’ and ‘jeopardy effects’. The project was not meant to verify the
compliance of the models selected for laboratory testing. In this respect, the ANTICSS project team
on purpose avoided using expressions like ‘compliance verification’ or ‘model compliance’.
When the results of laboratory testing conducted using a harmonised standard deviated more than
the established verification tolerance from the declared values for the involved parameters the
model was indicated as ‘non-conforming’, in a contrary case the model was indicated as
‘conforming’. Only the MSA partners of ANTICSS, to whom the test results were forwarded, would
be in charge of any decision about launching an action to verify the compliance of the models
(outside the project development).
For models that turned out being ‘non-conforming’ with the requirements of the Ecodesign and
Energy Labelling regulations according to the test results of the harmonised standard procedure,
still the ANTICSS alternative test procedures were applied (see section 4.2.2) and test results of
the harmonised and the alternative test procedure were analysed in terms of significant deviations.

or when products are specifically pre-set or manually altered affecting performance and/or resource
consumption during test (cf. ANTICSS definition b) of CV in section 3.1);
or when a pre-set of a product alters within a short period after putting a product into service (cf. ANTICSS
definition c) of CV in section 3.1) the products appear to comply with the legal requirements when tested with
the harmonised standard test conditions.
The same situation might occur if specific loopholes or weaknesses in standards and/or legislation are exploited
called as ‘jeopardy effects’ (cf. section 3.2) within ANTICSS.
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4.2.2 Laboratory testing according to alternative test methods
4.2.2.1

General criteria for the development of alternative test methods for targeting circumvention

When MSAs are specifically targeting circumvention in their compliance assessment, either due to
a gained or a reported suspect of a strange product behaviour, or as a principle subject of their
investigation (see for example Figure 7 in section 4.1.1 with certain suspicious habits detected
within ANTICSS), the first step would be to select from an existing or to develop a new alternative
testing procedure to address the circumvention behaviour in focus.
In an alternative test procedure, only those aspects of the standard test conditions considered
prone to manipulation or under suspect of manipulation should be slightly varied. At the same time,
the alternative test methods should still be designed as close as possible to the harmonized
standards with the aim to ensure comparability between the two sets of measurement results. The
ANTICSS project considered that if the alternative measurement method leads to inexplicably
changes in the measurement results, this may indicate that the product might have been specifically
altered to detect, or manipulated to be optimised for, the harmonised standard test conditions.
Criteria for the development of alternative test procedures to target circumvention are inter alia:
•

The aim of the alternative test methods is to detect inexplicable changes in the measurement
results due the (slight) variation of preferably just one test condition that may indicate a
circumventing behaviour of the tested product;

•

The alternative test procedures shall be designed as close as possible to the standard
procedures with the aim to ensure sufficient comparability with the original measurement
results under standard conditions;

•

Alternative test procedures should be easy applicable by MSAs and test labs, without entailing
much additional burden concerning test effort and costs compared to the testing according to
the harmonised standard. For efficiency reasons, the use of existing alternative test methods
should be encouraged, compared to the creation of new methods. It must be noted that in
addition to the examples derived from ANTICSS 22 , there are several other organisations or
research projects within the EU proposing such procedures, e.g. H2020 EEPLIANT project, Regent test laboratory, etc. However, it has to be noted that alternative test methods specifically
for targeting circumvention might differ from those test methods that have been alternatively
developed by other organisations to better reflect real-life usage conditions for products with
the aim of addressing the missing representativeness of some test standards – in these cases,

22 For further information see Deliverable D14 (D4.1) Alternative test methods and approaches to unmask
circumvention under EU Ecodesign and Energy Labelling or: https://www.anticircumvention.eu/storage/app/media/D14_ANTICSS_Alternative-test-procedures_final.pdf
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such alternative test methods might vary significantly from the current harmonized standards
(cf. section 3.4.2).
•

From time to time, applied alternative test standards for targeting circumvention should be
varied to avoid that manufacturers aiming at circumventing otherwise get the chance to adapt
their appliances to specifically to well-known alternative test procedures.

JOINT DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE TEST METHODS BY MSAS AND TEST LABORATORIES
Alternative test methods have to be developed on a case by case basis dependent on the specifically
encountered type of suspicious behaviour of an appliance. It is advisable that the development of
alternative test methods for targeting circumvention be carried out in close cooperation between
MSAs and the technical experts of the commissioned test laboratories, with the MSAs providing
details on the suspect behaviour in focus of the compliance assessment as well as being responsible
for the follow-up measures in case of resulting non-compliance of the tested product(s), and the
test laboratories being well-experienced with possibly underlying technical product parameters and
the possibilities of adapting harmonized test conditions.
There can be one or more applicable alternative tests for each product category. Sometimes even
more than one alternative test method has to be conducted for one suspicious case. In most cases,
the development of alternative measurement procedures is probably an iterative process of
variation of single parameters, measurement of resource consumption and/or performance of an
appliance, and subsequently a thorough interpretation of the measurement results.
Within the ANTICSS project, test laboratories made the experience that the alternative test method
originally developed was not always the most suitable one for detecting the targeted circumvention
behaviour due to different reasons. If for example the measurement results were not as expected
or still unclear the alternative test methods had to be slightly adapted and testing had to be
repeated in order to generate more data points for the same parameter to make the interpretation
of results more robust. In another example, test laboratories realised during testing that the
alternative test method originally developed deviated too much from the harmonised standard,
leading to unclear measurement results that were difficult to interpret in terms of ‘circumvention’.
Some test laboratories, for example, have started to develop and use simulation tools which
facilitate the slight variation of certain parameters of the test conditions in an automated process.
When the alternative test results are available, the cooperation between MSA and the test
laboratories should be continued aiming at the thorough and legally viable interpretation of the
results especially if deviations of the measurements between alternative test procedure and
harmonised standards cannot be clearly ascribed to possible ‘circumvention’ (e.g. due to expected
deviations, cf. section 4.2.3.2 below).
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4.2.2.2

ANTICSS examples of alternative test methods for targeting circumvention in laboratory testing

Within ANTICSS for the selected suspect behaviour cases in different product categories (see section
4.1.2) alternative test methods and approaches to unmask circumvention under EU Ecodesign and
Energy labelling were developed. Table 2 outlines some general examples of how the ANTICSS
alternative test procedures specifically address ‘circumvention’ or ‘jeopardy effects’ behaviour. A
more detailed description of these alternative test procedures can be found in separate ANTICSS
deliverables 23.
Table 2:

General examples of ANTICSS alternative test procedures

Standard test condition

Potential circumvention

ANTICSS alternative test method

Rather fixed ambient
conditions (e.g. narrow
voltage, frequency, or
temperature ranges)

Appliances might be programmed in a way to
detect being under test and automatically alter
the performance to gain more favourable
results specifically during standard test
conditions.

Slight variation of the ambient
conditions. ANTICSS examples:
Household tumble driers,
household washing machines,
household refrigerators and
freezers

Testing at fixed loads
(rather few load points
specified in the standard
test conditions)

Appliances might be programmed in a way to
detect these standard load points and
automatically alter the performance to gain
more favourable results specifically during
standard test conditions.

Slight variation of the standard
load points.
ANTICSS example: Washing
machines

Possibility of specific
instructions or accessories
applicable under standard
test only

Appliances might achieve the declared
performance parameters only under the
specific instructions.

Testing without or with slightly
changed specific instructions or
accessories. ANTICSS examples:
Household dishwashers,
household refrigerators and
freezers, household tumble
driers, ovens.

Testing at factory settings

Appliances might be programmed in a way to
achieve more favourable results specifically at
initial factory settings during standard test
conditions whereas these results will not be
achieved after changing the settings in the
menu for the first time and resetting to the
factory settings again.

Testing with slight deviations
from the factory settings and
afterwards testing at reset
factory settings.
ANTICSS example: Televisions.

23 For a detailed description of the originally developed ANTICSS alternative test methods, see:
https://www.anti-circumvention.eu/storage/app/media/D14_ANTICSS_Alternative-test-procedures_final.pdf;
for the alternative test methods finally applied in ANTICSS testing of products, please refer to the test reports,
available at https://www.anti-circumvention.eu/about-project/documents-and-deliverables
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Standard test condition

Potential circumvention

ANTICSS alternative test method

Decoupled testing of
energy efficiency and
performance measurement

Appliances might be programmed in a way to
detect being under test and being optimized to
achieve more favourable results specifically
regarding the energy efficiency by reducing or
not fulfilling the product’s performance during
that (separate) test cycle.

Testing the product’s
performance also during the
energy efficiency test cycle.
ANTICSS example: Ovens.

Cycle based appliances to
be tested for a defined
number of test rounds as
specified in the related
standards

Appliances might be programmed to perform
the pre-set number of cycles with consuming
significantly less resources and automatically
alter the properties after this number of
standard cycles.

Testing a certain number of
cycles beyond the defined
number of cycles in the standard.
Not tested within ANTICSS.

Limitations to the application of alternative test procedures for compliance verification
It must be noted that given the existing legal framework whereby the values declared for the
compliance with the Ecodesign and Energy Labelling requirements are to be measured and
calculated using harmonised standards the reference numbers of which have been published for this
purpose in the Official Journal of the European Union, or other reliable, accurate and reproducible
methods, which take into account the generally recognised state-of-the-art, the use of ‘other
measurement methods’ – as done for the ANTICSS alternative test methods – needs legal
clarification.
For instance, the ANTICSS project cannot guarantee if the proposed and applied alternative test
methods deliver results with the same repeatability and reproducibility as the harmonised
standards. Nevertheless, according to the ANTICSS project experts the specifically chosen and welldocumented deviations of the ANTICSS test methods from the harmonised standards did not
generally result into substantial deviations of the results from those obtained when tested according
to the harmonised standard test conditions. Therefore, the ANTICSS project team considered that
the harmonised standard and the alternative test methods as well as the achieved test results,
although not usable for compliance verification, were in principle broadly comparable at least for
the purposes of the project.
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4.2.3 Analysis and interpretation of the test results for assessing ‘circumvention’
4.2.3.1

ANTICSS approach: use of verification tolerances for assessing the significance of deviations as
indicator for potential ‘circumvention’ or ‘borderline to circumvention’ behaviour

Within ANTICSS, the measurement results of the alternative test procedures conducted by different
test labs were compared to the declared values of the manufacturer (conformity assessment tests)
as well as to the measurement results of the tests conducted by the same test labs using the
harmonised standard. The ‘verification tolerances’ for market surveillance purposes related to the
tested parameters as provided in the Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulations of the respective
product category were used within ANTICCS as a reference for determining the significance of the
deviation between the results achieved under the ‘standard’ and ‘alternative’ test conditions.
In general, if the deviation between the values obtained after having conducted tests according to
the harmonised standard and the alternative test method exceeded the verification tolerances
set out in the Ecodesign and/or Energy Labelling regulations, the result of the alternative test is
considered to be ‘significant’ and thus worth a specific analysis/interpretation to understand, if it
is the consequence of a ‘circumvention’ behaviour or – if initially considered a jeopardy effect – of
‘borderline to circumvention’.
In the following the deviation between the alternative test method and the harmonised standard
test is shown as a formula.

∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 → ′ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 ′

∆total

Final deviation (e.g. energy consumption [kWh/cycle], [kWh]; water consumption
[l/cycle]; etc.)

MR

Measurement result (e.g. energy consumption [kWh/cycle], [kWh]; water consumption
[l/cycle]; etc.)

VT

Verification Tolerances (of relevant regulations) (e.g. [%] of MRharmonised
absolute amount [x W], etc.)

standard test,
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The following Figure 8 shows a graphical representation of the described formula above and
additionally provides an example for better understanding.

Figure 8:
ANTICSS approach of using verification tolerances for assessing the significance of
deviations as indicator for potential ‘circumvention’ or ‘borderline to circumvention’ behaviour
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USE OF VERIFICATION TOLERANCES
“EXPECTED DEVIATIONS”

FOR ASSESSING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DEVIATIONS TAKING INTO ACCOUNT

During the application of alternative test procedures, some differences in the measurement results
might occur due to specific settings of certain test conditions being different compared to the
respective harmonised standards.
For example, when testing refrigerating appliances, the laboratory testing is done according to the
harmonised standard EN IEC 62552:2013 under an ambient temperature of 25°C. If according to an
alternative test procedure the test is done under a different ambient temperature, it is obvious, that
under this changed conditions, energy consumption must be different simply due to laws of physics.
Higher ambient temperatures require more energy consumption to cool down the interior of a
refrigerator (∆𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = ∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − ∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ), lower ambient temperatures require less energy
consumption (∆𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = ∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + ∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ). This type of deviation between the measurement
results of the harmonised standard and the alternative test method is an ‘expected’ one, which is
not attributable to the influence of ‘circumvention’ and thus has to be deducted from it.
The following formula reflects such an adjusted deviation, taking into account ‘expected’ deviations
between measurement results of the alternative test method and the harmonised standard test.

∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
∆𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = ∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ± ∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∆𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 > 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 → ′ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 ′

MR

Measurement result (e.g. energy consumption [kWh/cycle], [kWh]; water consumption
[l/cycle]; etc.)

VT

Verification Tolerance (e.g. [%] of MRharmonised standard test, absolute amount [x W], etc.)

∆total

Difference between measurement results of alternative test method and (harmonised)
standard test (e.g. energy consumption [kWh/cycle], [kWh]; water consumption
[l/cycle]; etc.)

∆expected

‘expected’ deviation (e.g. energy consumption [kWh/cycle], [kWh]; water consumption
[l/cycle]; etc.)

∆adjusted

adjusted final deviation (e.g. energy consumption [kWh/cycle], [kWh]; water
consumption [l/cycle]; etc.)

Figure 10 shows a graphical representation of the described formula above and additionally
provides an example for better understanding.
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Figure 9:
ANTICSS approach of using verification tolerances taking into account ‘expected’
deviations for assessing the significance of deviations as indicator for potential ‘circumvention’
or ‘borderline to circumvention’ behaviour
It has to be mentioned that the difficulty of this approach is the definition of ‘expected behaviour’
or ‘expected deviation’. In fact, the relation about the measured values of the involved parameters
and the deviations of the testing conditions is in most of the cases not known with the sufficient
precision to give immediately usable results when applied in the above described formula.
Therefore, the final decision about a suspicious behaviour being the evidence of a circumventing
behaviour or the specific characteristic of that machine/technology cannot be based exclusively on
the suggested formula but has furthermore to be thoroughly scrutinized and interpreted (cf.
following section 4.2.3.2).
4.2.3.2

Final interpretation of the test results

The interpretation of the test results by the ANTICSS project team is based on the ANTICSS
definitions of circumvention and jeopardy effects given in sections 3.1 and 3.2.
The following figure presents the underlying understanding for the categorisation tested models
within ANTICSS. As described in section 3.3 and shown in Figure 10, ANTICSS differentiates between
the general level (“Case”) detected or reported, and the product level, i.e. the test results for the
models tested within ANTICSS. Although the act of circumvention might not be found in the tested
model, the general case might be considered still applicable to other models of the product category
not yet tested.
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If the deviation between the values obtained after having conducted tests according to the
harmonised standard and the alternative test method exceeded the verification tolerances set out
in the Ecodesign and/or Energy Labelling regulations, the result of the alternative test is considered
to be ‘significant’. Final interpretation is needed to decide if it is the consequence of a
‘circumvention’ behaviour, i.e. the tested appliance to be considered as not compliant, or – if initially
considered a jeopardy effect – to be considered as ‘borderline to circumvention’.

Figure 10:
ANTICSS categorisation of tested models to ‘circumvention’ and ‘borderline to
circumvention’
The correct, i.e. in the end legally viable interpretation of the test results is of utmost importance
but at the same time it remains the most difficult task.
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INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR THE DEVIATIONS OF THE TEST RESULTS
The following aspects should be investigated to better understand the reasons for the deviations
between the test results before the final judgement on the specific behaviour can be given.
•

‘Expected deviations (∆expected)’ due to methodological differences between alternative test
methods and harmonised standards. In this respect, it has to be noted that especially when
temperatures are adjusted, higher deviations are usually happening which cannot be attributed
to circumvention. For example, laboratory testing of refrigerating appliances is done according
to the harmonised standard EN IEC 62552:2013 under defined test conditions, where
determined compartment temperatures must be reached. If e.g. according to an alternative test
procedure the compartment temperatures to be reached are set differently, the energy
consumption is different due to laws of physics. Higher compartment temperatures require less
energy consumption to cool down the interior of a refrigerator, lower compartment
temperatures higher energy consumption. This effect is well-known, however the
increase/decrease of the energy consumption with the variation of the temperature can be
linear, or not linear in the temperature interval used for the alternative test procedure, and the
deviation in measurement results cannot be attributed to ‘circumvention’ (see section 4.2.3.1).

•

The alternative test procedure might differ too much from the harmonised standard, e.g. due
to variation of more than one parameter which might have an unknown effect on the overall
measurement result. Different deviations might interfere and reinforce with each other and a
reliable interpretation becomes more difficult. In case of doubt, the alternative measurement
method should be revised, and another alternative test could be carried out by individually
varying the parameters of interest to check if under these conditions the deviations remain
significant.

INTERPRETATION AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE POTENTIAL CIRCUMVENTION BEHAVIOUR
After excluding that the deviations are due to the alternative measurement procedure itself the
final interpretation of the test results has to be decided. Assessing if the deviations of the tested
product model in the alternative test could be a consequence of ‘circumvention’ or ‘borderline to
circumvention’ was the most complicated step according to the experience of the ANTICSS
project.
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In ANTICSS, the following aspects were discussed thoroughly:
•

•

•

Does the tested model reach more favourable results in the harmonized test, proven by the
deviations in the alternative test procedure going beyond the verification tolerances (cf.
section 4.2.3.1)?
For the differentiation between ‘circumvention’ or ‘borderline to circumvention’ according to
the ANTICSS definitions: Does the tested model reach the more favourable results exclusively
in the test situation, or is it possible that the suspect behaviour could also occur in real-life use,
even if only theoretically or in (extremely) rare situations? According to the experience of the
ANTICSS project, for some cases this question could have been solved with additional tests
only, e.g. to analyse if the model behaviour was due to a specific software automatically
detecting and reacting to the harmonized test conditions, but not active in real-life.
Not considered, as not verifiable just by testing: possible intention of the manufacturer, i.e.
whether the achievement of more favourable results of the tested model could have been
deliberate or unintentional.

For the final interpretation of the results, different views and opinions of experts are advisable 24:
•
•

•

Discussion of the test results between the MSA in charge and the commissioned test laboratory
Exchange with manufacturers to better understand the potential underlying (technical) reasons
for certain test results, manufacturers’ instructions or the reaction of a specific model to the
alternative test conditions.
Exchange with further experts, e.g. other MSAs via the ADCO network, standardization experts
and/or policy representatives. In the end, also legal experts could be consulted.

24 Due to the complexity of the interpretation of test results in terms of ‘circumvention’, the ANTICSS project will
propose a feasibility concept for establishing a “permanent communication/cooperation platform” to facilitate
further exchange of experiences and knowledge transfer between relevant stakeholders, cf. section 5.
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RELIABILITY OF THE OBTAINED TEST RESULTS
If the final interpretation of the test results concluded that the significant deviations of the tested
product model in the alternative test could be a consequence of ‘circumvention’ or ‘borderline to
circumvention’, the reliability of the obtained test results should be taken into account.
•

Gaining more than one data point through repeated or slightly adapted new measurements:
It has to be considered that the measurement results of the harmonised and the alternative test
method each just represent one data point, i.e. as a result showing the difference between one
measurement result of the harmonised standard test and the alternative test method. In order
to make the interpretation of the measurement results more reliable, sometimes more than one
data point would be beneficial. Repeating the tests according to harmonised standards and the
alternative test method several times would generate a distribution curve of the measurement
results of a single parameter. Thus, results might be easier to interpret since a distribution curve
filters out outliers or random deviations and may also highlight the specific feature of the model
under investigation based on the deviations. Furthermore, for better interpretation of the
measurement results, it could also be of use to slightly adapt the alternative test method and
conduct ‘new’ alternative tests in comparison to the standard test conditions. Having more data
points under different test conditions (one data point for each alternative test condition) might
make interpretation more reliable.

•

Ensuring reproducibility and repeatability of the alternative measurement results: The
verification tolerances in EU legislation have been established in order to take into consideration
differences in reproducibility and repeatability of the measurements results following
harmonised standards. Repeatability defines the need to get the same value again when
laboratory tests are conducted by the same test laboratory a certain time later. Reproducibility
defines the need to get the same or similar results if the test of the same appliance is conducted
in another laboratory. To ensure the reproducibility and repeatability of the gained test results
and justify the significance of the deviations as basis for the final assessment with regard to
circumvention, the repeatability and reproducibility of the measurements according to the
alternative test methods would be assessed, for example via a Round Robin Test among
different laboratories. In reality, during a market surveillance action the alternative test method
is usually repeated only by the same test laboratory.

The repetition of either harmonised tests, alternative tests or adapted alternative tests is generally
leading to higher testing costs.
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4.3

Follow-up activities by MSAs

As shown in Figure 5, currently only the automatic detection of the test situation and alteration of
the product performance during test, i.e. path a) of the ANTICSS definition of circumvention
according to section 3.1 is part of the current legal framework (cf. sections 2.2 and 2.3).
Path b) and c) of the ANTICSS definition of circumvention according to section 3.1, i.e. the pre-set
or manual alteration of the product exclusively for the purpose of performing the test and the preset alteration of the performance within a short period after putting the product into service, as
well as ‘jeopardy effects’ according to section 3.2, i.e. more favourable results both in the test
situation and in consumer use, but for the latter applicable only theoretically or in extreme rare
situations, are all settings beyond the current legal framework; i.e. although exploiting weaknesses
in legislations and/or standards, currently a legal behaviour resulting in a product to be treated as
compliant. However, recommendations how to deal with these aspects will be prepared by the
ANTICSS project.
For this reason, two different approaches for follow-up measures are proposed
4.3.1 Follow-up measures for acts of ‘circumvention’ that are within the current legal
framework
According to the Verification Annexes of the latest of the Ecodesign and Energy Labelling
Regulations adopted in 20191, where a model has been designed to be able to detect it is being
tested (e.g. by recognising the test conditions or test cycle), and to react specifically by automatically
altering its performance during the test with the objective of reaching a more favourable level for
any of the parameters specified in this Regulation or included in the technical documentation or
included in any of the documentation provided, the model and all equivalent models shall be
considered not compliant.
Considering the procedure described in the Annex about verification procedure for market
surveillance purposes of the Ecodesign regulations, the ANTICSS project suggests the following way:
•
•

When testing and analyses directly revealed such product design, e.g. disclosure of the underlying programming software, the model can be treated as not compliant due to ‘circumvention’.
If the test results do not disclose the respective product design directly, but nevertheless the
test results are based on verification tolerances exceeded in the alternative testing compared
to the results of the harmonized standard, the MSA is suggested to consider conducting the
alternative tests also on the three additional units selected for the same model as already
foreseen by the verification procedure. The laboratory testing according to the alternative test
method in comparison to the harmonized standard should be repeated for the additional units
of the model.
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The model shall be considered to comply with the applicable requirements if, for these three
units, the arithmetical mean of the determined values – according to the alternative test
procedure – complies with the respective verification tolerances. If the result is not achieved,
the model shall be considered not to comply with the respective ED/EL regulation.
In such a case, as follow-up measure, the MSA shall provide all relevant information to the MSAs of
the other Member States and to the EU Commission without delay after a decision being taken on
the non-compliance of the model.
The repetition of the alternative tests or adapted alternative tests to the three additional models
will lead to higher testing costs; therefore, it is recommended to consider conducting these tests
only in case the three additional units are selected also for the confirmation of other noncompliances suspected after the results of the tests on the first selected unit of a model.
Limitations to the application of alternative test procedures for compliance verification
Again, it must be noted that given the existing legal framework whereby the values declared for the
compliance with the Ecodesign and Energy Labelling requirements are to be measured and
calculated using harmonised standards the reference numbers of which have been published for this
purpose in the Official Journal of the European Union, or other reliable, accurate and reproducible
methods, which take into account the generally recognised state-of-the-art; the use of ‘other
measurement methods’ – as done for the ANTICSS alternative test methods – needs legal
clarification.
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4.3.2 Follow-up measures for acts of ‘circumvention’ or ‘borderline to circumvention’
that are outside the current legal framework
As long as acts of ‘circumvention’ according to path b) and c) of the ANTICSS definition or ‘jeopardy
effects’ leading to ‘borderline to circumvention’ are outside the – current – legal framework for
Ecodesign and Energy Labelling, products exhibiting these acts cannot be legally considered noncompliant. Nevertheless, these acts do not follow the goal of the EU Ecodesign and Energy labelling
legislation of setting ecodesign requirements and providing reliable information about the resource
consumption and/or performance of a product.
Therefore, the ANTICSS project team encourages MSAs to follow-up these acts as well. Should it
prove to be that such acts are significantly applied by manufacturers to gain more favourable
results, they might be considered non-compliant in future legal acts. The collection of such cases
and exchange of experiences between MSAs can provide an important basis for this.
Thus, the ANTICSS project team suggests for MSAs:
•

•

•

Systematic collection of suspicious cases and test results of products being categorized as path
b) or c) of the ANTICSS definition of ‘circumvention’ or as ‘jeopardy effects’ leading to ‘borderline
to circumvention’ (cf. sections 3.1 and 3.2). A proposal for a template is provided in Annex I.
Regularly use of ADCO meetings to inform, discuss and exchange experiences about these cases
and tested models with the aim to identify possible patterns, discuss on the verification
procedure and alternative test methods as well as the final interpretation.
Decision about follow-up measures: The Board/Chair/European Commission (EC) has to decide
how to follow up. The responsible authority has to determine if to deal with the issue in the
Ecodesign or Energy Labelling revision process, the standardisation revision process or
anywhere else, by whom, at which stage of the process.
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5 Recommendations for further MSA activities for
future targeting of ‘circumvention’
Beyond the dedicated verification procedure based on specifically tested models, MSA could initiate
and use further activities for strengthening their competence and capacities regarding
‘circumvention’:
 The ADCO meetings could serve as regular platform to gain and exchange further knowledge
and experiences on ‘circumvention’ issues. MSAs could share ‘circumvention’ cases or cases
falling under point b) and c) of the ANTICSS definition of ‘circumvention’ or ‘jeopardy effects’
with the aim to identify possible patterns, discuss the verification procedure and relevant
follow-up measures.
 MSAs being interested or ‘front-runners’ in targeting circumvention might form a kind of
technical working group within the ADCO.
 Several MSAs could undertake joint market surveillance actions / testing to specifically target
circumvention acts.
 Benchmarking exercises e.g. organised via AdCos, whereby members assess the same product
to provide comparable outcomes. Common checklists developed by AdCos may be used to
facilitate the compliance assessment for specific product groups.
 Where possible, MSAs could closely follow and exchange with ongoing or future EU research
(projects) on ‘circumvention’ issues such as ANTICSS, EEPLIANT, etc.
 Where possible, MSAs’ involvement in the following processes is key to include their existing
experience of potential weaknesses and loopholes of regulations and standards that might be
used for circumventing: Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulatory processes including product
specific preparatory and revision studies, as well as related standardisation work.
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ANNEX I – Template for the systematic collection of
cases not falling under current legal framework
Case No. #

Legend: mandatory information

optional information

input field

General information (case, notifying institution)
Notifying institution / Member State
Contact person (name, e-mail address, phone)
Date of this entry
Product information
Product category
Product type
Brand
Type/model
GTIN/EAN
Serial number
Year of production
Description of the product / packaging
Originating country
Key words/product search words
Information on the suspect behaviour
Investigated Ecodesign / Energy labelling regulation (1)
Number and name of regulation
Investigated Ecodesign / Energy labelling regulation (2)
Number and name of regulation
Applicable standards
Which documents or which type of information were used for the analysis
(e.g. ED or EL regulation, standard with specific number, technical description
of manufacturer, interview with stakeholder, test report, further)?
Description of the observed circumvention behaviour / jeopardy effect
Initial classification of suspect behaviour:
- Circumvention according to path b) of ANTICSS definition
- Circumvention according to path c) of ANTICSS definition
- Jeopardy effect / borderline to circumvention according to ANTICSS definition
Rationale for classification in this category
Actions taken (if any)
In-depth analysis / test results (if available)
Commissioned test laboratory (name, address, contact person, email, phone)
Testing according to harmonized standard (number)
Testing according to alternative test method (description)
Test results / deviations of verification tolerances comparing results of harmonized standard and
alternative test (description, or Annex)
Further information
Further information / final interpretation / follow-up measures (if any)
Additional information by manufacturer / industry
Additional information / interpretation by other MSAs (e.g. via ADCO) and/or political stakeholders
Additional information / interpretation by other stakeholders (e.g. consumer/ environmental NGOs)
Final classification of suspect behaviour / rationale for final classification
Follow-up measures / actions taken (if any)
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Contact:
www.anti-circumvention.eu
https://twitter.com/anticircumvent
https://www.linkedin.com/company/anticss/
Project coordinator:
Ms. Kathrin Graulich
Deputy Head of Sustainable Products and Material Flows Division
Oeko-Institut e.V.
P.O. Box 17 71 | 79017 Freiburg Germany
Email: K.Graulich@oeko.de
www.oeko.de
List of project partners:
Austria: AEA - Österreichische Energieagentur
Austria: BMDW - Bundesministerium Digitalisierung und Wirtschaftsstandort
Czech Republic: SEVEn - SEVEn, the Energy Efficiency Center, z.u.
Czech Republic: SEIA - Státní energetická inspekce
EU / Belgium: ECOS - Environmental Coalition on Standards
Belgium: BHTC - Service public federal sante publique, securite de la chaine alimentaire et
environnement
Germany: OEKO – Oeko-Institut e.V., Institut für Angewandte Ökologie
Germany: UBONN - Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitat Bonn
Germany: GRS - Regierung von Schwaben – Gewerbeaufsichtsamt
Germany: VDE - VDE Prüf- und Zertifizierungsinstitut GmbH
Italy: ENEA- Agenzia nazionale per le nuove tecnologie, l'energia e lo sviluppo economico
sostenibile
Italy: CCIAA Mi - Camera di commercio industria artigianato agricoltura
Italy: IMQ - Istituto Italiano del Marchio di Qualità S.p.A.
Netherlands: Re/gent - Re/gent B.V.
Netherlands: NVWA - Nederlandse voedsel en warenautoriteit
Portugal: ADENE - Adene-agencia para a energia
Portugal: ASAE - Autoridade seguranca alimentar e economica
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Spain: FFII – LCOE - Fundacion para el fomento de la innovacion industrial
Spain: CM - Comunidad de Madrid
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